
From 28th September to 1st October, a special delegation 
organized by the Hong Kong Shipowners Association 
(HKSOA) and supported by the Hong Kong Maritime 

Industry Council (MIC) and InvestHK, led by Wah Kwong 
Chairman and HKSOA Deputy Chairman, Sabrina Chao, visited 
Athens (Greece) to promote the vital ‘super-connector’ role 
that Hong Kong plays between Chinese maritime industries 
and the rest of the world, as well as to discuss the various 
finance and tax opportunities that Hong Kong can offer.

The delegation comprised of the HKSOA Managing Director, 
Arthur Bowring, the Hong Kong permanent representative to 
the IMO, Raymond Chung, the Head of Transport & Industrial 
of InvestHK, Benjamin Wong, the Deputy General Manager 
of the Bank of China (Hong Kong) Ltd, Jimmy Sun, Team Head 
of Corporate Banking and Product Management of the Bank 
of China (Hong Kong) Ltd, Pakco Lam, Member of the MIC 
and Partner at Reed Smith Richards Butler, Lianjun Li, Partner at 
Watson Farley & Williams Hong Kong, Christoforos Bisbikos, and 
Wah Kwong Marketing Associate and YPSN Editor, Andrew Oates.

The overall reception received by the Greek shipping community 
was positive and constructive. Several of the companies the 
delegation met already have small offices based in Hong Kong 
which they aim to expand over the next few years, some already 
have vessels registered under the Hong Kong flag and expressed 
satisfaction with its services whilst others who do not as yet 
have a presence in Asia showed a willingness to research the 
option of setting up shop in Hong Kong. 

Amongst some of the primary concerns Greek owners expressed 
were tax levels and regulations, competition arising from 
Singapore which has seen numerous international shipping 
companies basing their offices there in the last few years, the 
slowdown in the Chinese economy and the uncertainty caused 
by the recent Chinese stock market crash as well as the living 
and working conditions in Hong Kong.

The vast majority of companies and people the delegation 
met in Greece acknowledged that Asia will increasingly play a 
significant role in international trade and have it in their plans 
to be more present in this side of the world, if not so already. 
The delegation trip to Athens proved an extraordinary success in 
paving the path for building bridges between the East and West 
over the coming months and years and it is hoped that it will be 
marked as a first step in opening doors for further cooperation, 
partnership, commerce and trade long into the future. 
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The delegation trip followed the brief visit organized by the 
Hong Kong Government to Athens for Posidonia in June 2014, 
to re-introduce Hong Kong to our friends and colleagues in 
Greece and further explain the importance of Hong Kong as 
an Asian shipping hub and the legal, financial, operational 
and geopolitical benefits it offers to international shipping 
companies who want to establish or grow their footprint in 
Greater Asia. 

Reported on TradeWinds, Ms. Chao said, “What we hope 
to achieve on this trip is to raise awareness of Hong Kong’s 
shipping community and stress how it remains a vibrant, 
committed group with a huge pool of talent drawn from across 
the globe.” 

The delegation was warmly welcomed in Greece by the 
Chairmen and senior teams of ‘top-notch’ shipping companies 
such as Diana Shipping Inc, DryShips Inc, Chandris (Hellas) 
Group, Aegean Marine Petroleum SA, Navios Group, Almi 
Tankers SA, Star Bulk Carriers Corp., Dorian LPG, Costamare 
Shipping Co SA, Tsakos Group, Capital Maritime & Traditing Corp., 
Danaos Shipping Co. and Seanergy Maritime Corporation. 
The delegation also met with the Union of Greek Shipowners 
Association over lunch to discuss maritime regulation and how 
further cooperation can strengthen the industry’s voice in 
pushing through reforms on an international level.

On Tuesday 29th September, the Hong Kong delegation held 
a seminar session and cocktail event at the Royal Yacht Club 
in Piraeus to a participating crowd of seventy senior shipping 
professionals where an introductory speech was given by 
Sabrina Chao followed by several brief presentations by the 
delegation. Then followed a networking gathering over drinks 
and canapés on an outdoor deck overlooking a marina and the 
city of Athens.

Arthur Bowring (HKSOA) presenting at Yacht Club of Greece

HK Delegation with Angeliki Frangou (Navios)
Sabrina Chao (Wah Kwong) and George Economou (DryShips Inc.)

HK Delegation with Petros Pappas (Star Bulk)

HK Delegation with John C. Hadjipateras (Dorian LPG)
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On Wednesday 15 October, shipping news provider, TradeWinds, celebrated its 

25th year anniversary by hosting the TradeWinds Shipowners Forum Asia at the 

Hong Kong Maritime Museum. With a line-up of impressive speakers representing 

insurance, class, broking, cargo and vessel management as well as shipowners, bankers, legal 

professionals and journalists, the invitation-only event drew in a crowd of over 100 senior 

shipping professionals to listen to the latest market scoop and the hot topics in the global 

shipping industry.

The forum kicked off at 14:30 with introductory remarks by TradeWinds Editor-in-Chief, Julian 

Bray, followed by an opening speech by Wah Kwong Chairman, Sabrina Chao. Commenting 

on Hong Kong, Julian Bray remarked that although inside Hong Kong many in the industry 

recognize the city’s competitive strengths, to outsiders it is often the perceived weaknesses 

of Hong Kong that are the focus of attention. In Ms. Chao’s opening speech she mentioned 

that TradeWinds do not as yet have an established correspondence in Hong Kong which they 

should consider given the city’s pivotal role in global shipping as a super-connector between 

China and the rest of the world.

The second session consisted of bankers Nigel Anton, Global Head of Shipping Finance at 

Standard Chartered Bank, Erik Stromso, Managing Partner of Pareto Securities – Asia and 

Bart Veldhuizen, Member of the Board of Managing Directors at DVB Bank. The panel was 

moderated by Frank Dunne, Chairman and Partner of Watson Farley & Williams, and the 

discussion largely revolved around the different lending activities of Western and Asian banks, 

the role that private equity continues to play in shipping and what the future holds for LNG 

and offshore sector financing. Franke Dunne commented on the decreased lending activity of 

Western banks to shipping and how Asian banks have stepped up to fill the gap, commenting 

that in Europe we are currently witnessing selective lending to top quality owners whereas 

second tier shipowners are struggling to find alternative sources of finance. On private equity, 

it was widely agreed that the big PE funds had entered shipping in 2012-13 and following 

weak capital returns since then have little intention of pouring more money into the industry. 

However, transparency and low barriers to entry in shipping make it easy for finance to enter 

the industry at opportune times, often distorting the market to the industry’s dismay. 

The forum discussions concluded with a shipowner panel discussion which included Mats 

Berglund, CEO of Pacific Basin Shipping, Jack Hsu, Managing Director at Oak Maritime (Hong 

Kong), Michael Nagler, Head of Noble Chartering, Mudit Paliwal, Managing Director at Caravel 

Shipping and Zhongyu (John) Su of Erasmus Shipinvest. Among the topics discussed were the 

premium for superior quality, trading and scale advantages of being listed, the early scrapping 

of vessels, pooling and commercial equivalents, the effect of low oil prices and interest rates, 

investment targets for 2016 and the future for maritime Hong Kong. Speaking about quality, 

Mats Berglund remarked that the good quality of vessels, management, fuel efficiency and 

other factors may make 100% of the difference as it often determines whether or not a 

business contract is signed. New and good quality vessels may not make much of a difference 

in terms of operating profits but selling an old vessel may not be an easy task, especially in a 

low market. When the panel was asked to mention one word which they felt is the most crucial 

aspect in shipping, John Su said ‘risk’ as he felt managing risks is more important that aiming 

to grow profits and can save a company during a market downside, Mudit Paliwal mentioned 

‘relationships’ whilst Jack Hsu concluded with ‘uncertainty’, believing that uncertainty can be 

a positive driver in bringing the industry together. 

The forum was then followed by a closing reception hosted by Wartsila where delegates, 

speakers, organizers and sponsors had the chance to exchange views and catch up over drinks 

and canapés. 

Following the brief introductions, the first panel discussion commenced with speakers Tom 

Boardley, Marine Director of Lloyd’s Register, Peter Cremers, Executive Chairman of the newly 

merged Anglo-Eastern Univan Group, Thomas K Christiansen, CEO of Lorentzen & Stemoco, 

Joe Hughes, Chairman and CEO of Shipowners Claims Bureau and Arthur Bowring, Managing 

Director of the Hong Kong Shipowners Association. The discussion centered around shipping’s 

global game changers and the possible consequences for Hong Kong’s maritime sector. 

Mention was paid to China’s importance as a driver of regional and global growth which 

Hong Kong largely depends on, the strength of China’s clear long-term economic plan and the 

relative certainty the accompanies it, the curbing of CO2 emissions and increasing regulation 

which is becoming a cumbersome burden for the industry worldwide, new technology and 

the potential benefits and disruptions it may cause in the near term future as well as effects 

of possible consolidation in the industry. Mr. Bowring raised a few interesting points including 

his opinion that the Chinese market slowdown is overly exaggerated due to the extremely 

optimistic expectations that the industry and the world has of the Chinese economy as well 

as pointing to the fact that Shipowners Associations around the world are often led by ex-

politicians and the nature of the work committed is often referred to as political engineering 

rather than technical engineering, which is the task or commercial operators. About 

promoting Hong Kong as a vibrant global maritime center, the panel was split with some 

favoring the free, efficient and humble nature of Hong Kong as its inherent strength, arguing 

that there is no need to boast and promote as the city nevertheless remains a dynamic and 

vigorous shipping center, whereas others such as Tom Boardley argued that exaggeration 

and aggressive promotion is successful in raising the image of shipping in Hong Kong and 

could help to attract business that would perhaps otherwise not come. On consolidation, 

from the shipowners and P&I side there was a general consensus that the market would 

remain fragmented and diverse whereas on the ship management side it was understood 

that greater consolidation will take place over the coming months and years. It was also 

widely acknowledged that the containership market will continue to consolidate whereas the 

drybulk market will remain fragmented as it has always been.

T r a d e W i n d s  S h i p o w n e r s  F o r u m  A s i a

Frank Dunne, Watson Farley & Williams

Julian Bray, TradeWinds
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The YPSN (HK) was recently invited to speak at the Shipping Professionals Network 
London (SPNL) seminar during the second London International Shipping Week on 
Tuesday 8th September. The theme of the event was titled ‘Showcasing the Next 

Generation in Shipping’ and it was kindly sponsored by DNV-GL, Bibby Ship Management & 
BIMCO. 

Tabitha Logan (Director of YPSN (HK)) attended as a representative on the panel discussion 
alongside Isabel Dressel (Chair of SPN Hamburg, or SPNH) and Jeroen Hollebrands (Chair of 
SPN Copenhagen, or SPNC). The panel was moderated by Robin King of the Baltic Exchange.

One comment rightly put forth from the audience was that there are dozens of young people 
interested in joining the maritime industry but find it challenging to actually get in. Unlike other 
more transparent and ‘visible’ industries that are often represented at career fairs at universities 
or colleges, run graduate training programs or have major recruiters hiring people for them, 
getting into shipping was a harder challenge. It was felt that the maritime industry could still do 
more to raise its public profile and become more accessible, for example, via online recruiting 
rather than sticking to traditional recruiting methods such as through personal connections or 
word of mouth. Otherwise, the industry may well lose this talent to other sectors

This tied in with the next question of what more the maritime industry should be doing to 
attract people to the industry. These days the maritime industry is competing for the best talent 
with other more “attractive or lucrative” sectors such as tech, media, PR & finance, so does 
the maritime industry need an image overhaul? Is it still perceived as old fashioned or a male 
dominated industry? While it was acknowledged that it has become more open and diverse in 
recent years, a lot more needs to be done. There was a consensus that it has become increasingly 
necessary to raise public awareness of the global importance of the maritime industry. It was 
commented on that the press publicity the maritime industry tends to receive is usually negative, 
often concentrated around a ship sinking, piracy attacks or oil spills. More can and should be done 
to highlight the technological and engineering developments as impressive scientific feats as well 
as the importance of shipping in facilitating global trade.  

When the panel was asked why they enjoyed working in the maritime industry the main words 
used to describe what drew them in were ‘global’, ‘diverse’, ‘tangible’, ‘dynamic’ & ‘a job for 
life’! The panel agreed that the maritime industry is vibrant and offers many different career 
opportunities all over the world so there should be something to suit everyone. 

Those employed in the maritime industry are already well aware of the current challenges facing 
the industry such as the excessive regulations putting a strain on companies; environmental 
challenges – shipping’s push to become “greener”; crew shortages; oversupply of tonnage; civil 
conflict and the global economic slowdown to name a few! The next generation has to continue 
to be innovate and learn from past mistakes, such as with the oversupply of new buildings, so as 
to find solutions to current problems and avoid making the same mistakes in future.  

Finally, the panelists highlighted what their respective organisations were doing to promote the 
maritime industry. All of the organisations shared similar mandates that included education and 
a drive to change people’s misperception of the industry. Providing a relaxed forum for young 
professionals to meet and build up their own business networks among their peers, hosting 
networking, sporting and educational events to benefit their members as well as going into 
schools and educating students on what the maritime industry can offer them. Overall, the 
represented organisations strive to provide a voice for the next generation of professionals in 
order for the industry to thrive and continue to grow in the years to come.

Questions posed to the panel included: what were the key challenges facing the next 
generation of shipping professionals? What more could be done to attract new talent into 
the industry? What challenges does the current shipping market face and what can the next 
generation do to combat them? What are organisations such as YPSN (HK) doing to promote 
the maritime industry?

The current depressed market was widely acknowledged as the main problem facing young 
shipping professionals today, creating slower job growth and a lack of industry stability. In 
addition, some companies are not focusing on hiring new trainees or investing in training new 
staff, perceiving this as an additional overhead in an already difficult market. However, it was 
pointed out that this approach may have a detrimental impact on companies over the long 
run as when the market does eventually recover they may be left understaffed, insufficiently 
trained and less competitive. 

As the maritime industry is striving to become more innovative and sustainable and 
technology advances at an ever more rapid pace, the panel discussed how the next generation 
of employees will be required to improve their skillset and technical abilities. The industry 
also faces increasing global pressure to become ‘greener’ and more environmentally friendly, 
but it was questioned how much of a priority it would be for companies if it didn’t add to the 
bottom line. 

Seeing recent technological advancements such as ‘eco’ ships, improved IT systems and 
unmanned vessels being developed, can companies keep up with these changes they place 
further constraints on their finances and staff? It was widely felt this would be outweighed 
by the need for highly skilled labour and good training programs to give companies the 
competitive edge. 

S h o w c a s i n g  t h e  N e x t  G e n e r at i o n  i n  S h i p p i n g
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On Friday 11th September, YPSN HK members Davin Chan, Zita Fok, Preetika Mehrotra 

and Su Yin Anand attended a career development workshop organised by the 

City University of Hong Kong for students in its LLM programme in Maritime & 

Transportation Law. This is part of our continuing effort to promote career opportunities 

within the maritime industry to the next generation. Su Yin kicked off the programme by 

introducing the YPSN and discussing maritime law as a career option. Davin then took over to 

introduce the interesting world of operations and chartering – references to late night calls 

from ships in faraway ports and piracy definitely piqued interest in the students. The ever 

lively Zita introduced marine insurance and even managed to make it sound interesting! The 

programme was wrapped off by Preetika providing important recruitment and CV writing 

tips to the students. Despite speaking about different sectors, there was a common point 

highlighted in all the presentations – shipping is a very social industry; if you work hard at 

both your job and at building your contacts, you will succeed.

The workshop was attended by 20 students most of whom were studying law as a second 

degree. Many students were interested to learn more about career options outside of law 

and asked to stay in touch. The interest shown by the students definitely made it a satisfying 

evening out for the YPSN team. For readers who aren’t aware of what career opportunities 

there are in the industry, we attach a diagram below reproduced by Preetika’s presentation 

which shows the value chain of shipping. The keen eyed amongst you will notice that ‘Lawyers’ 

are missing but that’s because lawyers link it all together!

Yo u n g  P r o f e s s i o n a l s  Ta l k  C a r e e r  D e v e l o p m e n t
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The Competition Ordinance (Cap. 619) (“Ordinance”) was gazetted on 14 June 2012 and will 
commence on 14 December 2015. With the Competition Commission (‘Commission’) having 
published the Revised Draft Guidelines (‘Guidelines’) to the Ordinance in July 2015, it is now 
timely to consider the potential impact of the Ordinance on shipping.

The Ordinance comprises only three rules:-

•  The First Conduct Rule (‘FCR’)
•  The Second Conduct Rule (‘SCR’)
•  The Merger Rule
The Merger Rule presently only applies to the telecommunications sector. 

•  Limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers
•  Margin squeezing by vertically integrated undertakings
•  Refusals to deal and exclusive arrangements

•  Price-fixing
•  Market allocation agreements
•  Output limitation agreements
•  Bid-rigging
• Joint purchasing agreements facilitating downstream collusion or oligopsony effects in 
upstream markets
•  Information exchanges (in particular commercially sensitive information)
•  Group boycotts 
Resale price maintenance agreements

The FCR prohibits undertakings (any entity regardless of legal status that is engaed in economc 
activity including a natural person) from making or effectuating an agreement (whether 
written, expressed or implied) or engaging in a concerted practice, with the object or effect 
of preventing, restricting, or distorting competition in the relevant market. It applies both to 
horizontal (i.e agreements between competitors) and vertical agreements (i.e. agreements 
with suppliers and purchasers) and also to decisions of an association of undertakings (e.g. a 
trade association). Unlike some other jurisdictions, the Ordinance does not create automatic 
or per se contraventions of the FCR. It will have to be established that the agreement has 
an anti-competitive object or effect (whether actual or inferred). However, once the anti-
competitive object or effect is established, the question of whether the conduct amounts 
to serious anti-competitive conduct arises. Activity amounting to serious anti-competitive 
conduct (e.g. cartel arrangements) will attract more serious penalties.

The Ordinance does not provide an exhaustive list of agreements which are presumed to 
have an anti-competitive object or effect. Each agreement must be considered objectively 
in its specific circumstances. This involves an objective assessment of its aims, content, 
implementation, and its economic and legal context. Whether an agreement has an anti-
competitive effect depends on whether it is likely to have an adverse impact on one or 
more of the parameters of competition (e.g. price and output) and also the extent of the 
relevant undertakings’ market power in a relevant market. The Guidelines provide examples 
of horizontal and vertical agreements that may contravene the FCR:-

The shipping industry is no stranger to anti-competition legislations. The container liner 
trade has obtained block exemptions in most jurisdictions. The EU Consortia Block Exemption 
prohibits price-fixing arrangements but allows liner shipping consortia to operate joint 
services, take joint capacity decisions in response to fluctuations of demand and supply, 
pursue pooling arrangements, jointly operate and use port terminals, co-ordinate timetables 
and ports of call and cross-charter slots. This is subject to the consortia’s market share 
not exceeding 30%. Singapore permits co-operation on price, remuneration and technical 
operations, and commercial arrangements, subject to market share not exceeding 50%. 
South Korea and Taiwan exempt all types of co-operative carrier agreements. These are 
Conferences which allows members to set common tariffs, not Consortia. 

However, the Ordinance applies to all undertakings, not merely the container trade and 
liner arrangements. Maritime operators in all segments including tankers, dry bulk carriers 
and tramping must abide by the conduct rules. In October 2006, the EU lifted exclusions for 
tramp shipping, sparking speculation that shipping pools breach competition law.  EU law 
now recognises that pools, whilst not being Consortia, can be compliant co-operative joint 
ventures provided they satisfy EU exemption criteria (i.e. they guarantee efficiency gains and 
consumer benefits). It is unclear if this has been considered in Hong Kong. 

It is commonly argued that co-operative arrangements (whether by way of pooling or liner 
services), which have been an integral part of the transportation industry for centuries, are 
necessary in order to maintain economic efficiencies and service levels for consumers. The 
question is whether the Commission will accept such arguments. Although the Ordinance 
fuses principles derived from EU, Australian, UK and Singapore competition law, the 
Commission has been reticent on the applicability of precedents from these jurisdictions in 
Hong Kong. This results in a lack of legal certainty on key issues – e.g. market definition, 
market power thresholds and sector-specific block exemptions, pending development of local 
case law. The complexity of self-assessment is exacerbarated by this lack of legal certainty. 

Exclusions and exemptions are available in limited circumstances. A distinction is drawn 
between general and specific exclusions and exemptions. These are summarised as follows:

•  Both Rules: compliance with legal requirements; services of general economic interest; 
mergers; public policy exemptions; international obligations; statutory body and specified 
person or activities exclusions

•  FCR only: agreements enhancing overall economic efficiency; agreements of lesser 
significance; block exemption orders

•  SCR only: conduct of lesser significance.

It is up to an undertaking to self-assess whether it complies with the Ordinance. No obligation 
exists to first obtain a decision or block exemption order before relying on an exclusion or 
exemption. If an undertaking requires greater legal certainty, it can apply to the Commission 
for a decision or block exemption order. However, references to the Commission should not 
be made lightly. If the information provided suggests that the agreement/conduct concerned 
is anti-competitive, the Commission has the power to investigate and prosecute the relevant 
undertakings if a breach is established. 

The Hong Kong Competition Ordinance and its Impact on Shipping

The First Conduct Rule

The Competition Rules  Exclusions and Exemptions

The SCR targets undertakings with a substantial degree of market power. It prohibits relevant 

undertakings from abusing power by engaging in conduct with the object or effect of 

preventing, restricting, or distorting competition. It is generally accepted that market power 

is a matter of degree. High market share is likely to determine whether an undertaking has 

a substantial degree of market power. Other relevant factors include the ability to profitably 

charge prices above competitive levels over a sustained period, and the barriers to market entry 

for prospective competitors. 

Unlike other jurisdictions (e.g. Singapore presumes 60% market share to amount to 

“dominance”; the EU presumes that 40% equates to dominance), the Commission has rejected 

calls to announce any market share-based threshold. This creates difficulties in defining 

the relevant market and what constitutes a ‘substantial degree’ of market power. Previous 

statements by the Government have suggested a threshold as low as 25% may suffice to trigger 

the application of the SCR). 

The Guidelines suggest that the following conduct may constitute an abuse of market power:-

•  Predatory behaviour towards competitors
•  Tying customers and bundling

The introduction of the Ordinance will significantly impact the transportation industry, 
especially when business are looking to consolidate or pool their assets together in response 
to tough market conditions. Given the significant penalties that can be imposed in the event 
of non-compliance, the importance of compliance should not be underestimated. Risk can be 
minimised by implementing effective compliance procedures and training programmes.  

Ince & Co has extensive experience of maritime competition law. We have advised Shipping 
Conferences and Consortia, advised on the formation of global and regional alliances, pools, 
and cooperation agreements in the bulk trades.

The second Conduct Rule

Considerations for the shipping industry

SUMMARY
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B r o o k e s  B e l l  ( C o u r s e  I t i n e r a ry )

At The Sharp End offers marine professionals, such as insurers, lawyers 

and shipbrokers, the opportunity to get practical experience and 

insight into the shipboard environment and operations on merchant 

ships that they would not otherwise get in their normal work environment.

Our two-day fully interactive course will give candidates a practical 

overview of such topics as ship types, stability, hatch covers, cargo securing 

arrangements, container handling, shiprepair and drydocking as well as 

collision avoidance. It comprises excursions, discussions and lectures with 

experienced marine professionals to give the candidates a more practical 

knowledge of merchant ship operations.

AT THE SHARP END

The only course of  its kind in Hong Kong
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EVENTS

Nautical Institute: NI Biennial Seminar - Competencies of a Future Mariner 

Friday, 23 October 2015 

On board M.V. “Star Pisces” alongside Ocean Terminal, Hong Kong 

branscombe@netvigator.com

ICS: ‘Ship Design Optimisation And Innovation In The Design Process’ by Mr. Jan 

Kaergaard Lang 

Thursday, 29 October 2015 (19:00) 

Mariner’s Club (Main Hall 3/F), 11 Middle Road, TST, Kowloon 

icshk@ics.org.hk

Brookes Bell Hong Kong: At The Sharp End (Short Course) 

Monday 2 November - Tuesday 3 November 2015 

henrietta.hutchings@brookesbell.com

Maritime Awareness Week 2015 

Monday 9 November - Sunday 15 November 2015

Hong Kong Maritime Museum, Central Pier 8

andrew.oates@hksoa.org

Asia Logistics & Maritime Conference 2015

Tuesday 17 November - Wednesday 18 November 2015

HKCEC, Wan Chai

almc@hktdc.org

RCS Young Fellows & Sportsboat Association: Adventures 

Saturday, 24 October 2015 

Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club Shelter Cover, Sai Kung 

Register at http://rcshk.com/24th-october-rcs-young-fellows-adventure-series/
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